
Name:                                                                                            Date: 

Consider how you have been feeling over the past few days/weeks or months. Especially consider 
things that are more extreme than “normal” for you, or new conditions. 
For each of the questions below, assign a number of 0 - 5 where”0” = NOT like me at all, and “5” = very 
much  like me. Some statements may be only partially true which means you would rate it somewhere in 
the middle of the scale, perhaps a “3 or “4”.  

Characteristics Rating
VATA
My hands and skin and/or scalp are dry and flakey

My nose has been dry and/or my sinuses feel tight but there is no mucous. 

I am getting more frequent headaches they tend to be in the back of my head/neck

My eyes are dry and itchy

My ears have been ringing

My gums are receding

I have a dry cough (no phlegm or very little phlegm)

I bruise and bleed more easily then in the past

My stools are irregular (less than once per day) dry and separate like rabbit stools or I am constipated

I have small dry raisin-like hemorrhoids

I have uncomfortable gas and/or bloating

I am urinating more than usual

My periods are more painful and I notice pain in the low back and more mood swings than normal

My joints are cracking more than usual and are cold and dry

My hands and/or feet are uncomfortably cold often

I am getting nervous twitches or my legs feel restless when I try to relax or sleep

I’m feeling excessively anxious and/or nervous (heart racing and/or jumping at noises)

I have been loosing weight and am looking pale

I am more sensitive to cold and wind

I am more sensitive to noise 

I am more forgetful lately

I am having more trouble staying focused

My sleep is very light and I and wake often during the night and can’t get back to sleep

My mind is always racing and seems excessively busy

I feel more rushed than usual and feel like I need to be doing something or moving

I’m feeling a strong need for change or movement (house, job, relationship, decor, wardrobe etc.)
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PITTA
I’m having skin flare ups (rashes, boils, acne etc)

My hair seems to be falling out more than usual

I’ve been getting headaches which tend to be in the temples or eye area.

My eyes have been burning and/or red

My gums are bleeding more than normal (for example when I floss)

My throat seems to be sore and burning or am getting acid reflux lately

I’ve been getting nose bleeds
I’ve recently been diagnosed with an ulcer or my ulcer has flared up

I’ve recently been diagnosed with irritable bowel syndrome or my IBS is worse

I’ve recently been diagnosed with high blood pressure or my BP has been more elevated lately

I’ve been getting heartburn more than normal

I’ve had some trouble with burning, itching inflamed hemorrhoids

My stools are very soft and/or I have diarrhea

My bowel movements are generally regular, soft and easy. I’d be more likely to have diarrhea than 
constipation
I have a dry burning cough

I have been getting very sore breasts associated with my period and feel hot and irritable alot during my 
period
My joints are burning sore and inflamed or my joint inflammation is worse than normal

I am feeling unusually hot and irritable and or my patience is very limited

I’ve been having emotional outbursts and feel extremely frustrated

I’ve been having trouble falling asleep lately (but can usually sleep once I’m settled)

I’ve been feeling more stressed and tense

I’m particularly cranky if I don’t eat regularly

I’ve been noticing myself being overly critical of myself and others

I have been extremely intense in my work and needing things to be perfect

I’m noticing my skin feels hot or I’m flushing more than normal

I’ve been feeling angry lately

                                                                                                                     PITTA  TOTAL SCORE

KAPHA
My skin has been feeling more damp and clammy
My nose has been running like a tap

My sinuses are congested and I’m blowing out lots of thick mucous

I’ve been getting sinus headaches (pain behind cheeks and above eyes especially when pressed)

I’ve been feeling very unmotivated lately

I’ve been getting ear infections

My allergies are worse than normal with lots of sneezing and discharge
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I have been diagnosed with asthma or my asthma has been worse lately

I’ve been getting more colds lately

I feel unusually heavy and slow after eating

My weight is creeping up lately

When I have a bowel movement it is slow and sticky or feels incomplete

I’m having alot of trouble getting up in the morning and have been wanting to take naps even though I’ve 
gotten 8-10 hrs of sleep.
I have recently been diagnosed with sleep apnea or my condition is worse

My doctor says my high blood pressure is weight related

Even though I sleep for 8-10 hours I feel dull and lethargic during the day

I’ve been coughing more in the mornings and coughing up mucous

My tongue is coated with a thick white layer

I have a thick, wet cough (not just in the morning) and and coughing up mucous

I’m feeling excessively possessive about my things. I can’t seem to clear away clutter even though I 
want to
I’ve been wanting to withdraw from social activity and be alone

I’ve been feeling depressed

I’ve been eating a lot even though I’m not really hungry 

My mind has been feeling slow and foggy or dull. I can’t seem to get motivated or make decisions

I feel like I’m holding onto a lot of emotions and can’t let things go

I’m having trouble getting to places on time

                                                                                                                     KAPHA TOTAL SCORE
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